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+13107516306 - http://www.sunnyblueinc.com/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sunny Blue from Los Angeles. Currently, there are 19 courses
and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What Nathalie Chan likes about Sunny Blue:
Foods good. Both meat filled onigiri and veggie ones.Sitting area is ok. Nothing special or cute.No complaints

about the service.Vegetarian options: Half of the onigiris are vegetarian read more. When the weather conditions
is nice you can also be served outside, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or

physical limitations. What V S doesn't like about Sunny Blue:
So sad this place used to be excellent it has gone downhill. The seaweed is chewy and the chicken pieces are

now low quality some of them not able to be chewed. I got one Tokyo Tori, a curry and miso. They made my
order wrong found out after I got home. So disappointed! read more. At Sunny Blue in Los Angeles you can enjoy

delicious vegetarian menus, that are free from any animal meat or fish, On the menu there are also several
Asian meals. A lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat is used in the easily digestible Japanese
cuisine of Sunny Blue, Besides, the creative blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous

products is appreciated by the customers - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion.
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